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"This C is colorful.C can start a word like cookie.Or cactus."Discover the letter C in this new

series where each letter in the alphabet gets it own turn to shine. In each Discover the

Alphabet book, kids will learn how the featured letter is used in the English language. Bright

photographs and engaging text bring the alphabet to life in this first introduction for little

ones.These beginning-level informational texts are the most robust books on the market about

the letters of the alphabet and the sounds they make. This incredibly comprehensive collection

teaches about letters as beginning, middle and ending sounds as well as how to write each

letter and make each letter in sign language.Each book includes a letter to parents and

caregivers, an alphabet based activity and a word list for beginning readers.

"[The] author has succeeded in his task, thanks to his sound method of analysis and to his

command of the languages of the relevant texts: Tibetan, Chinese, Arab, Turkic. Particularly the

thorough and felicitous utilization of the Arab sources is one of the most pleasant features of

the book."---Luciano Petech, Central Asiatic Journal"A most impressive work by an excellent

scholar."---Richard N. Frye, International Journal of Middle East Studies"An absorbing and

highly original narrative of imperial rivalries that is of particular interest to comparative

historians."  � Choice --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From

the Back CoverThis richly detailed narrative history of the Tibetan Empire in Central Asia from

about A.D. 600 to 866 depicts the struggles of the great Tibetan, Turkic, Arab, and Chinese

powers for dominance over the Silk Road lands that connected Europe and East Asia.

Challenging the commonly held belief that East and West were largely isolated from each other

until the discovery of sea routes to India and China, the book emphasizes the importance of

overland contacts in the Early Middle Ages and elucidates Tibet's role in the conflict over

Central Asia. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorChristopher I.

Beckwith is Associate Professor of Central Eurasian Studies at Indiana University. He received

a 1986 MacArthur Fellowship. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.Read more
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 This C is colorful.

 Or cactus. C can start a word like cookie.

 C can end a word like music.
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